
Parallon’s business in the United Arab Emirates has 
been growing exponentially this year and we 
support our Abu Dhabi business from our Middle 
East headquarters in Dubai Internet City, that is a 
little over an hour drive from the UAE’s capital.  
Our close partnership with HP Software Middle East 
was elevated and we are jointly work on new 
business opportunities with the HP Software sales 
team.   

Parallon has been doing business in the Middle East since 2001 and we feel proud to 
be part of the exciting developments in the Gulf region and witness the transformation 
of the UAE to a world class modern country where the word impossible has no 
meaning. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all our Customers and Partners for their 
support during 2009 and looking forward to growing together in 2010.

Kind Regards,

George Petrides
Managing Director
Parallon Systems (EMEA), Ltd.
george.petrides@parallon.com

Abu Dhabi
We have a tradition at Parallon to dedicate our 
newsletter to a city every time, and this is the turn 
of Abu Dhabi, the capital of UAE, to take the 
spotlight in this volume of our newsletter.  

Despite the economic turmoil  around the world, 
Abu Dhabi is growing fast and rising as a new star 
in the global stage of fascinating cities.  The 
development of infrastructure reminds Dubai in the 
early 2000’s and new amazing structures will be 
revealed every year for the forthcoming future.  
The Formula One circuit is said to be the best in 
the world and we are all waiting with excitement 
the opening of the Ferrari theme park in the near 
future.
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Parallon in the Middle East
Parallon has been active in the Middle East over the past nine years and have delivered 
numerous projects for customers in Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Saudi Arabia and United Arab 
Emirates.  Our consulting team is well known over the region and is called upon to deliver 
complex solutions to Telecom, Financial and Petrochemical industries.  Parallon Systems 
(Middle East) FZ is now registered in 
Dubai Internet City and is our Middle East subsidiary covering the Gulf region.

The quality of HP Software, the dynamic sales team of HP Middle East, the expertise of 
Parallon is winning combination that offers world class solutions to the enterprise IT 
customers in the Gulf region. We have witnessed an increase in demand for Telecom SLA 
solutions in the Middle East given the trend of large organizations to outsource their wide 
area networks to Telecom providers. Our expertise in such SLA solutions has grown over 
the years and we have even developed a business logic bus integrated with the HP BTO 
software to satisfy specific needs for Telco SLAs where practical problems in incorporating 
complex business rules, long term data retention, exceptions and integration to BSS/OSS 
systems are not easy to address with a standard products. 

The Etisalat Service Level Management project is currently under delivery and will enable 
Etisalat to offer network SLAs to it’s corporate customers.  Etisalat will lead the SLA and 
managed services trend in the Middle East with the SLM platform by Parallon.

“Parallon offers world class consulting services with the HP BTO software that are 
addressing the business needs of our customers and help gain the competitive advantage 
and lower operational costs” said Fady Ismail, the Account General Manager of HP for the 
Etisalat global account.

Finally a big thank you goes from the Parallon team to the HP Software Middle East team 
and it’s director Mahmoud Mounir, for their great cooperation and support.

Since 2001, Parallon has delivered HP BTO projects at the following customers in the Middle East, 
always in partnership with Hewlett-Packard:
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Saudi Arabia
•Arab National Bank
•King Abdullah Economic City/EMAAR
•National Commercial Bank (NCB)
•Ministry of Hajj/Sejel
•Samba Financial Group
•Saudi Stock Exchange (Tadawul)
•Saudi Telecom Company (STC)

Bahrain
•Gulf Finance House
Kuwait
•Equate Petrochemicals
Oman
•Bank of Muscat
•Petroleum Development of Oman
United Arab Emirates
•Dubai World/Dubai Trade Portal
•Emirates National Oil Company
•Emirates Integrated Telecoms du
•Etisalat
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Cyprus:
Hermes Airports:
Network management at the new international airport in Larnaka, in partnership with 
ENET Solutions.
Greece:
Cosmote
We have completed a number of projects this year at Cosmote to manage the IT 
infrastructure and services.
-Monitoring of billing record (CDR) flows for Greece, Albania and Romanian entities (With 
Ericsson Hellas)
-Monitoring of IT infrastructure and applications for Greek entity
-Upgrade of Network Node Manager (with Hellenic Telecom – OTE)
-Hellenic Petroleum
-Truck loading system management for Salonica and Aspropyrgos refineries.
-Monitoring of IT infrastructure at Aspropyrgos site
Singular-Logic/Marfin Group
Service Manager implementation for the shared services group
Emporiki Bank
Implementation of network monitoring and reporting system.
Wind
Monitoring of new Ericsson pre-paid billing/rating platform
United Arab Emirates:
ETISALAT
Implementation of first phase for the Service Level Management platform
Saudi Arabia:
Tadawul
Tuning of HP Operations Manager and implementation of DB2 Smart Plugins

2009 Projects 

Delivered by Parallon

Telecom 
Service 
View



Fast growth for Parallon in the Middle East
Parallon’s ITSM business in the Middle East has grown exponentially in 2010 due to high 
demand in the Telecom sector.  The Middle East business is addressed now through our 
subsidiary Parallon Systems (Middle East) FZ, that is registered at Dubai Internet City 
while some of Parallon’s management and consultants permanently reside in Dubai. 

Photos below from a desert safari outing of Parallon’s consultants in Dubai…

Sukru Arslan and Youli Bogdanou have joined Parallon in 2009
Sukru Arslan and Youli Bogdanou have joined the Parallon team in 2009.  Sukru has 
joined the Middle East infrastructure management team as a Senior ITSM consultant.  
Sukru has joined Parallon from IBTech in Turkey, the IT subsidiary of Finas Bank. Youli 
Bogdanou has joined Parallon as a software developer supporting the SLA Bus and 
Paralert products.

Cosmote taking control of it’s IT Infrastructure
Parallon in partnership with Hewlett-Packard Hellas have completed the Cosmote 
Enterprise Management project in Athens, Greece. The project included IT infrastructure 
monitoring with systems, databases, applications using HP Operations Manager for UNIX 
and application monitoring for the Point of Sales system using the HP Business 
Availability Center. 
Cosmote is now in control of it's IT infrastructure and the IT operations team can manage 
the complex and critical IT services, identify a the root cause right away and route it to the 
appropriate support team. The solution offers high value in increasing the availability of IT 
services and efficiently manage the infrastructure. 
During 2009, Parallon has also implemented a mediation monitoring solution using HP 
Operations Manager for UNIX in partnership with Ericsson Hellas. The mediation 
management solution monitors the flow of billing records (CDRs) across the Balkan 
region (Greece, Albania and Romania) and offers revenue assurance for the Cosmote 
Group. 
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SLA Integration Bus
The Parallon SLA Reporter has been renamed to Parallon SLA Integration Bus 
and version 3.0 has been released. The SLA Bus has evolved to a Middle Ware 
platform to build SLAs tightly integrated with HP Operations Manager and HP 
Service Manager.  SLA Bus now can import configuration items (CI) from 
Service Manager and automatically build service views in the HP Operations 
Service Navigator in addition to reading measurements from HP Operations 
Manager, Network Node Manager and Service Manager.  Complex SLA rules 
can be built on the SLA Bus platform and new features that focus on Corporate 
Network SLAs for Service Providers have been added.
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IT Service Management Conference
Parallon was a Gold sponsor of the 2009 IT 
Service Management conference in Greece, 
organized by the Greek chapter of itSMF. The 
event took place on May 13th at "Dais" 
conference center in Maroussi, Athens. 
Lefty Kreouzis, Parallon's Practice Manager for 
Service Management presented "Telecom 
Managed Services Service Level Management 
(SLA)". 

The next itSMF conference will take place at 
OTE Academy on April 27th, 2010.

More info regarding the Greek Chapter of the 
itSMF at www.itsmf.gr

Parallon 

SLA Bus

Screenshot
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Paralert: Automatic event notification for HP Operations Manager
The Parallon Paralert utility was released this year that provide means to alert support 
personnel automatically via SMS and/or email.  Paralert integrates with HP Operations 
Manager, receives all events from the monitoring system and notifies people based on 
rules.  Paralert has been deployed at Cosmote, Wind and Etisalat and provides flexible 
means to alert automatically the support teams.  The next version of Paralert, coming out 
during the first half of 2010, will feature an integration with HP Service Manager. 

Parallon is now a Hewlett-Packard SVI Partner
Parallon Systems has signed an agreement with Hewlett-Packard to become a Services 
Integrator and provide support to HP customers in Greece and Cyprus. The Services 
Integrator (SVI) Program is the highest level of collaboration for support services between 
HP and selected software business partners. It's no ordinary partner that earns the 
privilege to become an SVI partner. SVI partners have a proven level of HP Software 
expertise and capabilities to provide comprehensive support on HP Software products. 
The SVI seal is given only to those partners who have the skills, infrastructure and 
professionalism to interact with the customer in all matters of HP Software and the 
commitment to meet HP's high service performance standards. Parallon will be offering 
renewals of HP BTO software support contracts to it's customers in Greece along with 
premier offerings and provide the first level support while the second level will be 
provided by the HP labs within the SVI program.

Welcoming Dimitris Kourlas to HP Hellas
Congratulations to Dimitris Kourlas for his new position as the HP Hellas Software 
country manager.  Dimitris joined HP Hellas from Computer Associates Hellas and we 
are looking forward to working with him and his team as the delivery partner for HP 
Software in Greece.

Local partner list is growing
Our local partner list is growing and in 2009 we have done business with Ericsson Hellas 
and Singular Logic in Greece, Enet Solutions in Cyprus, MDS and Emitac in the United 
Arab Emirates.  We would like to thank our local partners for their support and business.

Tel: +971-503058674 

DUBAI, UAE
Dubai Internet City, Building 4
Dubai
U.A.E. 

Tel: +357-22-761888 
Fax: +357-77-772101 

Tel:  +30-210-8054703 
Fax: +30-210-6140623 

NICOSIA, CYPRUS
Metropolis Tower, 4th Floor
25-27 Dimosthenis Severis Av.
Nicosia 1080 
CYPRUS 

ATHENS, GREECE
109-110 Ayias Eleousis Street 
15125, Maroussi 
Athens 
GREECE 


